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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CARE 
ClinicSister is built around Occupational Health Care.  The details 
of every medical may be recorded, including test results for lung 
function, audio, vision, X-Rays, urine & blood analysis... the list 
goes on. 
Plan your medicals with ClinicSister using the scheduling tools 
and use the 200+ reports to manage your clinic effectively. 
You can even go paperless when you're ready and fitness 
certificates and full medical reports may be customised to 
include your logo and address details.  ClinicSister will introduce 
you to a new level of professionalism and global excellence. 
 
MEDICAL SCHEDULING 
A critical area of risk in any occupational health facility is the 
danger of missed medicals.  ClinicSister not only provides the 
tools with which to schedule medicals, it also enables you to 
easily track medicals that are due for any period and any 
company or department.  
But still medicals are missed aren't they?  Employees forget or 
are just too busy, which is why ClinicSister provides a missed 
medicals report which can be sent to all supervisors, copying 
senior management.  Suddenly, compliance is possible. 
 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
In a perfect world, only Occupational Health is practiced in a 
company clinic but the world is not perfect and ClinicSister 
caters for the recording of and reporting on Primary Health 
consultations so your records are complete. 
You are also able to track illness trends by company, 
department or even job title and Top 10 reports will give you an 
even more effective means of preventing illness wherever 
possible. 
As an employee walks into the clinic for treatment, ClinicSister 
provides the details of any chronic conditions or allergies they 
might have and, at the click of a button, a history of the 
employee's consultations, sick notes and a summary of all 
medicals done. 
 
INJURIES ON DUTY 
The details of any IOD may be recorded as it's treated, including 
the type of injury and the body part, together with the 
perceived severity.  Allergies for an employee are immediately 
visible so you're able to treat the patient safely. 

The thing about IOD's though is that you want to avoid them 
and the analytical capabilities of ClinicSister will reveal any 
patterns emerging, enabling preventative planning. 
 
DISPENSING & STOCK 
Recording medication and consumables used is easy and fast.  
More to the point, however, is the fact that you're able to 
automatically produce your Drug Register, a simple Stock Re-
order report, a Stock Valuation report and even a Stock 
Balancing report to use at stock taking time. 
ClinicSister allows for the entry of stock Receipts, Adjustment 
and Write-Offs so your stock will be as accurate as possible. 
Distribution of medication to chronic patients may also be 
controlled within ClinicSister. 
 
RISK PROFILES (ANNEXURE 3) 
Incorporate Job Specifications, occupational risks and the PPE 
required for any job title so that the requirements of Annexure 
3 for the Construction Industry are met.  More than that though, 
ensure all risks are covered using ClinicSister's ability to create 
Homogeneous Exposure Groups (HEGs).  
But why would you do that? 
Simply put, with ClinicSister you will be able to create say 15 
HEGs to cover hundreds of job titles...it's much easier updating 
just 15 profiles than a profile for each and every job title. 
 
CHRONIC MANAGEMENT 
Managing and monitoring employees with chronic conditions is 
essential for ensuring the continued good health of every 
employee, and to reduce risk in the workplace.  ClinicSister 
provides for the scheduling of chronic monitoring and for 
dispensing and/or distributing medication to chronic patients. 
Statistics and trends associated with the prevalence of chronic 
conditions within your workforce are easily extracted and 
running effective awareness campaigns is simple and effective. 
 
ABSENTEEISM MONITORING 
Whether sick notes are generated internally or from outside 
doctors, the recording of these within ClinicSister is fast, 
accurate and simple.  The analysis of the sick leave recorded is 
revealing, providing views of sick leave in many different ways, 
from sick leave given by practitioners to Monday/Friday sick 
leave, sick leave by department or by company and even by 
employment type (contractors, permanents etc.). 
ClinicSister also provides you with a professional sick note if 
needed, and reveals trends which enable you to mount 
campaigns to reduce sick leave.  It goes without saying that you 
are able to produce Top 10 reports which identify both 
individuals and departments that are chronic sick leave abusers.    
 
EMPLOYEE WELLNESS 
Conducting employee wellness campaigns is the most effective 
way of preventing chronic ailments and guiding employees to 
healthier lifestyles.  Not only is this effectively recorded with 
ClinicSister, but the history of each and every employee’s 
wellness event gives you an excellent view of trends.  
Wellness days are usually very busy events and recording the 
results should not impede the efficiency of the examiners.  The 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Audit �ndings, legal claims, customer complaints... the 
consequences of unmanaged risk. They can and must be 
controlled and SHREQManager does just that, providing a 
complete recording and tracking facility for you.
It goes further though, enabling you to drill down to the 
history of an incident and even an individual’s incident 
history.  Then there is the reporting:  Trend analysis and 
detailed reports can be set up to meet your exact needs.

ACTION MONTORING
Actions emanating from any incident, investigation, inspec-
tion, audit, in fact anywhere, are easily recorded and assigned.
Recording and assigning actions is one thing... monitoring 
them is another.  With SHREQManager, alerts pop up on your 
screen and reports may be sent to anyone responsible and 
their managers.
Reallocate them if needs be and track due and overdue actions.

INVESTIGATION MANAGEMENT
Investigations are easily set up, with links to the associated 
incidents and their history and documentation.  Set up and 
record the details of the investigation team and their roles easily.
Once their work is done the root causes may be determined, 
duly recorded, and actions created and assigned to responsi-
ble parties, together with the due dates.
Any documentation may be electronically stored and, until 
the investigations are closed, it remains visible, through 
on-screen alerts.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
With SHREQManager, a master �le of root causes may be set 
up allowing uniformity of data for analysis purposes.  As an 
incident is recorded, a preliminary root cause may be added. 
Once the investigation is concluded and the �nal o�cial root 
causes determined, they are recorded.
As with all other aspects of SHREQManager, reporting is 
comprehensive and analysis is easy and �exible.

INSPECTIONS, AUDITS & CALIBRATIONS
SHREQManager provides for the recording of inspections, 
audits, calibrations and testing, generating actions from them 

and automatically schedules the date for the next one, using 
a predetermined interval.  You can though, schedule ad hoc 
events, such as the inspection of a new machine before it's 
commissioned.
You're also able to generate actions emanating from your 
�ndings and store any documentation such as certi�cates, 
results and reports.  As with any other module of SHREQMan-
ager, stored documents are a click away.
It goes without saying that you're alerted about due and 
overdue inspections and all other monitoring events.

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS
SHREQManager allows you to build up a centralised library of 
Material Safety Data Sheets which are accessible from 
anywhere.  This means that they are immediately available to 
any user at any time and he or she may simply email or print 
them out on demand.  A central source that is updated 
regularly ensures consistency of reference.

WASTE CONTROL
Producers of waste are now called to account for their waste 
but a surprising outcome of this is the realisation that there is 
money in waste.  For example, dead vegetation is often used 
as a source of energy and scrap metal has a high monetary 
value to the right business.
SHREQManager's Waste Management module provides for 
the control and evaluation of all waste disposal, be it for 
recycling or destruction.  Measuring of waste and storing of 
essential documentation such as Disposal Certi�cates is 
easily achieved and even the revenue generated by waste is 
recorded and reported on.
Both segregation and disposal transactions are recorded and 
trends are easily revealed.

PPE CONTROL
Controlling the issuing of PPE is vital, both from a cost point 
of view and for the elimination of the risk that comes with 
non-conformance.  SHREQManager will help you virtually 
eliminate the associated risk by scheduling the issuing for 
you and give you more control of PPE stock costs and 
ordering.  No more overstocking and no stock shortages!
Trends in usage are easy to extract, even to the point of 
determining which make or supplier is superior.

RISK PROFILES
Occupational Risk Exposure Pro�ling has taken over where 
Man Job Specs left o�, providing a complete picture of what 
is required for a job, the requirements, the exposures and the 
PPE needed.  With SHREQManager you're able to easily set 
these up per designation and alter them as legislation 
changes or job descriptions change.
But SHREQManager adds another dimension to this, 
eliminating the risk of omission and reducing the time 
required to monitor these pro�les:  By grouping employees 
into Risk Pro�le Groups (HEGs), you reduce the number of 
risk pro�les dramatically.  For example, an organisation with 
say 150 job titles need only create 15 Risk Pro�le Groups into 

which all employees may be allocated.   Fewer pro�les to 
create means less time required for the task and a signi�cantly 
lower risk of omitting any job requirement, exposure or PPE.

TRAINING
Most Safety professionals agree that employee behaviour is 
the cause of most incidents in the workplace and the most 
e�ective way to change behaviour is with regular training.  
SHREQManager gives you the tools to track training and 
schedule it, tools that are easy to use and fast.
Set up the training for each designation, section and depart-
ment and that is it.  SHREQManager will do the scheduling for 
you.  You can also log and track expenses associated with any 
training done, helping you to ensure claims against services 
levies are accurate.  Documents associated with the training or 
it's certi�cation are linked electronically.  Even course material 
may be stored in this way and, when any material is updated, 
you can ensure everyone is able to refer to the correct version.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
In many on site clinics employee health is managed compre-
hensively, and is not just restricted to occupational health 
management...primary health care is included as well as other 
aspects such as sick leave, chronic management, wellness 
days, medicine dispensing and distribution.
ClinicSister is the health and wellness module of SHREQMan-
ager which covers all aspects of health and wellness manage-
ment.  For more information on ClinicSister both as a compo-
nent of SHREQ management or for a stand alone clinic visit 
www.clinicsister.co.za.

CERTIFICATION & COMPLIANCE
Whether it be compliance to a customer de�ned training 
course or an ISO speci�c inspection, or indeed any such 
requirement, SHREQManager gives you the ability to link and 
track certi�cation (ISO 45001 etc.) and compliance needs to 
any training, inspection, audit, calibration or test.
Any documentation associated with any event may be 
electronically stored and linking to the event.  Thus, a training 
course stipulated by a customer will have a link to the 
documentation and, of course, the material needed.

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
Standard Operating Procedures may be set up in direct linked 
relationships with the area or aspect they relate to.  For 
example, SOPs may be linked to each site, each asset and each 
job title.
SHREQManager facilitates the ability to edit SOPs, archiving 
old versions and ensure that the details of the originator, the 
compiler and the approver are included, as well as the date of 
revision and the revision number. The SOPs themselves are 
electronically stored and may be in any format and stored in 
speci�cally organised folders, accessible to any SHREQManag-
er user with the appropriate permissions. 

DOCUMENTS
Filing cabinets are not a great place to do any analysis, let 
alone �nd a trend.  Strange things happen to paper �les too:  
They get lost and fall victim to �re and �ood.  SHREQManager 
allows you to link to scanned documents and store them for 
any incident, action, investigation, training or inspection 
event, as well for individuals, sites, departments etc., giving 
you instant access.

ALERTS
Every user has a dashboard showing what is due and what is 
overdue, be they actions, inspections, training etc.  
SHREQManager also provides the ability to escalate alerts and 

send them via email to whoever is responsible and the 
individual’s manager.  The escalation is important in 
environments where only a few have access to PCs.
With the Enterprise version, alerts may also be sent to 
individual cell phones.

ANALYTICS
Whilst SHREQManager comes with a wide range of reports 
and charts, the automated export to Excel gives you the 
power to meet almost all of your company-speci�c analysis 
and reporting needs.  You can produce these on an ad hoc 
basis, eliminating your reliance upon us for such on demand 
reporting.  And SHREQManager provides analysis in many 
ways, by group, company and department and the sound 
database structure ensures that reporting on regions, 
sections or workstations is also readily available.  Even 
analysis by job title, or root causes, by waste type, by 
incident type is easy to do.  The possibilities are virtually 
limitless but the emphasis is upon ease of use.

WORK HISTORY
An issue in some organizations is the maintenance of up to 
date and continuous work histories.  These are managed 
simply yet comprehensively within SHREQManager.
There is one key factor that makes SHREQManager unique:  
Whether it is a medical, an incident, an investigation or even 
a training course, the job pro�le of the employee involved, at 
the time the event occurred, is retained.
Reporting on the work history of each and every employee is 
easy and comprehensive.  Even race and gender demograph-
ics are available for a department, a company, a job, a site 
and a region.
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INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Audit �ndings, legal claims, customer complaints... the 
consequences of unmanaged risk. They can and must be 
controlled and SHREQManager does just that, providing a 
complete recording and tracking facility for you.
It goes further though, enabling you to drill down to the 
history of an incident and even an individual’s incident 
history.  Then there is the reporting:  Trend analysis and 
detailed reports can be set up to meet your exact needs.

ACTION MONTORING
Actions emanating from any incident, investigation, inspec-
tion, audit, in fact anywhere, are easily recorded and assigned.
Recording and assigning actions is one thing... monitoring 
them is another.  With SHREQManager, alerts pop up on your 
screen and reports may be sent to anyone responsible and 
their managers.
Reallocate them if needs be and track due and overdue actions.

INVESTIGATION MANAGEMENT
Investigations are easily set up, with links to the associated 
incidents and their history and documentation.  Set up and 
record the details of the investigation team and their roles easily.
Once their work is done the root causes may be determined, 
duly recorded, and actions created and assigned to responsi-
ble parties, together with the due dates.
Any documentation may be electronically stored and, until 
the investigations are closed, it remains visible, through 
on-screen alerts.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
With SHREQManager, a master �le of root causes may be set 
up allowing uniformity of data for analysis purposes.  As an 
incident is recorded, a preliminary root cause may be added. 
Once the investigation is concluded and the �nal o�cial root 
causes determined, they are recorded.
As with all other aspects of SHREQManager, reporting is 
comprehensive and analysis is easy and �exible.

INSPECTIONS, AUDITS & CALIBRATIONS
SHREQManager provides for the recording of inspections, 
audits, calibrations and testing, generating actions from them 

and automatically schedules the date for the next one, using 
a predetermined interval.  You can though, schedule ad hoc 
events, such as the inspection of a new machine before it's 
commissioned.
You're also able to generate actions emanating from your 
�ndings and store any documentation such as certi�cates, 
results and reports.  As with any other module of SHREQMan-
ager, stored documents are a click away.
It goes without saying that you're alerted about due and 
overdue inspections and all other monitoring events.

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS
SHREQManager allows you to build up a centralised library of 
Material Safety Data Sheets which are accessible from 
anywhere.  This means that they are immediately available to 
any user at any time and he or she may simply email or print 
them out on demand.  A central source that is updated 
regularly ensures consistency of reference.

WASTE CONTROL
Producers of waste are now called to account for their waste 
but a surprising outcome of this is the realisation that there is 
money in waste.  For example, dead vegetation is often used 
as a source of energy and scrap metal has a high monetary 
value to the right business.
SHREQManager's Waste Management module provides for 
the control and evaluation of all waste disposal, be it for 
recycling or destruction.  Measuring of waste and storing of 
essential documentation such as Disposal Certi�cates is 
easily achieved and even the revenue generated by waste is 
recorded and reported on.
Both segregation and disposal transactions are recorded and 
trends are easily revealed.

PPE CONTROL
Controlling the issuing of PPE is vital, both from a cost point 
of view and for the elimination of the risk that comes with 
non-conformance.  SHREQManager will help you virtually 
eliminate the associated risk by scheduling the issuing for 
you and give you more control of PPE stock costs and 
ordering.  No more overstocking and no stock shortages!
Trends in usage are easy to extract, even to the point of 
determining which make or supplier is superior.

RISK PROFILES
Occupational Risk Exposure Pro�ling has taken over where 
Man Job Specs left o�, providing a complete picture of what 
is required for a job, the requirements, the exposures and the 
PPE needed.  With SHREQManager you're able to easily set 
these up per designation and alter them as legislation 
changes or job descriptions change.
But SHREQManager adds another dimension to this, 
eliminating the risk of omission and reducing the time 
required to monitor these pro�les:  By grouping employees 
into Risk Pro�le Groups (HEGs), you reduce the number of 
risk pro�les dramatically.  For example, an organisation with 
say 150 job titles need only create 15 Risk Pro�le Groups into 

which all employees may be allocated.   Fewer pro�les to 
create means less time required for the task and a signi�cantly 
lower risk of omitting any job requirement, exposure or PPE.

TRAINING
Most Safety professionals agree that employee behaviour is 
the cause of most incidents in the workplace and the most 
e�ective way to change behaviour is with regular training.  
SHREQManager gives you the tools to track training and 
schedule it, tools that are easy to use and fast.
Set up the training for each designation, section and depart-
ment and that is it.  SHREQManager will do the scheduling for 
you.  You can also log and track expenses associated with any 
training done, helping you to ensure claims against services 
levies are accurate.  Documents associated with the training or 
it's certi�cation are linked electronically.  Even course material 
may be stored in this way and, when any material is updated, 
you can ensure everyone is able to refer to the correct version.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
In many on site clinics employee health is managed compre-
hensively, and is not just restricted to occupational health 
management...primary health care is included as well as other 
aspects such as sick leave, chronic management, wellness 
days, medicine dispensing and distribution.
ClinicSister is the health and wellness module of SHREQMan-
ager which covers all aspects of health and wellness manage-
ment.  For more information on ClinicSister both as a compo-
nent of SHREQ management or for a stand alone clinic visit 
www.clinicsister.co.za.

CERTIFICATION & COMPLIANCE
Whether it be compliance to a customer de�ned training 
course or an ISO speci�c inspection, or indeed any such 
requirement, SHREQManager gives you the ability to link and 
track certi�cation (ISO 45001 etc.) and compliance needs to 
any training, inspection, audit, calibration or test.
Any documentation associated with any event may be 
electronically stored and linking to the event.  Thus, a training 
course stipulated by a customer will have a link to the 
documentation and, of course, the material needed.

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
Standard Operating Procedures may be set up in direct linked 
relationships with the area or aspect they relate to.  For 
example, SOPs may be linked to each site, each asset and each 
job title.
SHREQManager facilitates the ability to edit SOPs, archiving 
old versions and ensure that the details of the originator, the 
compiler and the approver are included, as well as the date of 
revision and the revision number. The SOPs themselves are 
electronically stored and may be in any format and stored in 
speci�cally organised folders, accessible to any SHREQManag-
er user with the appropriate permissions. 

DOCUMENTS
Filing cabinets are not a great place to do any analysis, let 
alone �nd a trend.  Strange things happen to paper �les too:  
They get lost and fall victim to �re and �ood.  SHREQManager 
allows you to link to scanned documents and store them for 
any incident, action, investigation, training or inspection 
event, as well for individuals, sites, departments etc., giving 
you instant access.

ALERTS
Every user has a dashboard showing what is due and what is 
overdue, be they actions, inspections, training etc.  
SHREQManager also provides the ability to escalate alerts and 

send them via email to whoever is responsible and the 
individual’s manager.  The escalation is important in 
environments where only a few have access to PCs.
With the Enterprise version, alerts may also be sent to 
individual cell phones.

ANALYTICS
Whilst SHREQManager comes with a wide range of reports 
and charts, the automated export to Excel gives you the 
power to meet almost all of your company-speci�c analysis 
and reporting needs.  You can produce these on an ad hoc 
basis, eliminating your reliance upon us for such on demand 
reporting.  And SHREQManager provides analysis in many 
ways, by group, company and department and the sound 
database structure ensures that reporting on regions, 
sections or workstations is also readily available.  Even 
analysis by job title, or root causes, by waste type, by 
incident type is easy to do.  The possibilities are virtually 
limitless but the emphasis is upon ease of use.

WORK HISTORY
An issue in some organizations is the maintenance of up to 
date and continuous work histories.  These are managed 
simply yet comprehensively within SHREQManager.
There is one key factor that makes SHREQManager unique:  
Whether it is a medical, an incident, an investigation or even 
a training course, the job pro�le of the employee involved, at 
the time the event occurred, is retained.
Reporting on the work history of each and every employee is 
easy and comprehensive.  Even race and gender demograph-
ics are available for a department, a company, a job, a site 
and a region.

Whether you want to purchase SHREQManager, have a 
query and would like more information or are in need of 
support, feel free to contact us using the contact details 
provided below.

Suite 5, 1st Floor, Field's Centre
13 Old Main Rd, Kloof, 3610
646.123.5744

031 764 1515
support@software1066.com


